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OUR HISTORY
SINCE 1969

23,000+

6MW+

~438 (global)

CONVERTER INSTALLED
GLOBALLY

LARGEST SINGLE
CONVERTER POWER

45GW+

237

INSTALLED POWER

CUSTOMERS
WORLDWIDE

EMPLOYEES

47
COUNTRIES W/
INSTALLATIONS

COMPANY HISTORY
ConverterTec‘s brand CONCYCLE® stands for excellent
quality in both technical design and aftermarket support.
Our technology has made a significant contribution to the
success of wind turbines in the megawatt class.
Founded in 1969 as SEG in Krefeld, Germany - grown
under Woodward for more than 10 years - ConverterTec
is a worldwide specialist for the conversion of electrical
energy. Since 1995, the first CONCYCLE® frequency inverters have been used in variable-speed ship applications, uninterruptible power supplies and in upcoming
wind and solar / PV applications.
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Today ConverterTec is one of the technologically leading
companies in the field of power electronics in wind turbines and thus supports the decentralized and renewable
energy supply of tomorrow. On the basis of the specially
developed modular platform (MP1), customer-specific
solutions can be offered to be perfectly integrated into
your applications regardless of whether it is a wind, battery storage, hydrogen or any other application.
We continuously invest in both the development of new
converter systems as well as in aftermarket products to
improve and secure the operation of your assets for 20
years and beyond.
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POWER ELECTRONICS
AT THE HEART OF THE
ENERGY TRANSITION

For further information please
contact us directly or visit
04 I www.convertertec.com

PLATFORM

CONVERTER
SOLUTIONS FOR
MULTI-MW APPLICATIONS
We offer customer specific development, production and
service for tailor-made converter solutions for onshore
and offshore applications. Based on our flexible platform
we are able to fulfil your requirements whether you are in
need of an AC-DC-AC e.g. wind application or an AC-DC
e.g. Battery Storage or Hydrogen system.
Onshore and offshore installations worldwide are witnessing our expertise as well ConverterTec´s high level of
expertise within the industry. Our digitalized requirements
management and testing system guarantees the highest
level of meeting customers’ requirements and ensure highest quality during the entire product development and
production process.

We ensure maximum reliability, best efficiency and highest
yields. The reduced footprint leaves you the space to arrange additional components mandatory for your application
in space restricted areas.
ConverterTec is your strong partner with an excellent service and supporting you during installation, commissioning and throughout the entire lifetime of your asset. We
are constantly going beyond boundaries by questioning the
status quo. Our innovation focused approach combined
with a collaborative orientated mentality enables us to provide competitive and profitable solutions to contribute to
tomorrow’s sustainable energy landscape.

CONCYCLE® converter solutions are technologically leading and set benchmarks in the renewable energy sector.
The high power density achieved by our unique design enables flexible arrangement e.g. in a 20ft. or 40ft. container,
inside a wind turbine nacelle or a tower installation.
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CONVERTERTEC │
CONCYCLE® WIND
APPLICATIONS
ConverterTec offers optimized and tailor made solutions to support your DFIG or Full-Size wind turbine
converter application. Our products are designed and
tested to comply with the most challenging grid code
requirements wherever you plan your installation.
Based on our Platform we are able to meet your requirements with a specific solution, supported by our
strong and experienced R&D team.
YOUR BENEFITS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maximum annual energy production (AEP)
High reliability
More reactive power capability
Expertise in implementation of customer
requirements
Flexible system integration
Optimum grid connection
Designed for future grid code requirements
Experts in simulation and modelling behavior
Software verification on the
Hardware-In-The-Loop (HIL) test bench
Qualified hotline for professional technical
support
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DFIG APPLICATION:
•
•
•
•

Semi variable speed system > (± 30%)
Only ~ 30% of the system power passes the
converter
Lower COE due to reduced converter design
and generator cost
Higher level of future grid code requirements
could lead to higher hardware cost and higher
software development effort

FSC APPLICATION:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Different generator solutions available
(PMSG, EESG, SCIG)
Gearless drivetrain possible
Extended variable speed system
Full System power passes the converter
Higher converter cost
Expectation to fulfill the future grid requirements
with lower engineering effort compared to
DFIG solutions
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CONVERTERTEC │
BATTERY STORAGE
APPLICATIONS
Battery Energy Storage Systems (BESS) are an integral element of the energy transition. As fluctuations increase with the steadily increasing share of renewable
energy systems, BESS applications offer a possibility to
shift energy. These highly flexible applications enable
an alignment of energy needs and availability especially
against the background of fluctuating generation and
declining conventional power generation.

•

•
•

•

ConverterTec offers solutions to connect utility scale
battery systems efficiently to the grid or your specific
application. Our solutions cover a full medium voltage
connection or power electronics only - depending on
your preferences and value chain.

•

Matching energy production with consumption is
mandatory to stabilize the grid.
While shifting the global energy supply towards
emission-free renewable production, intelligent
solutions are required to interact with the grid.
A large scale Energy Storage System is an ideal
solution that can smooth peak demands and
improve grid quality.
In addition they can help avoid or defer large
investments in grids and its connections.
ConverterTec´s expertise supports you getting an
optimized solution fitting power electronics to your
battery storage system.

Based on our Modular Platform (MP1) we can provide
tailor made’ converter systems to fit your specification
and needs. Our scalable approach enables system solutions from 0.5MW up to several MW within the utility
scale.
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CONVERTERTEC
HYDROGEN
APPLICATIONS
FUTURE PROOF SUPPLY OF HYDROGEN PRODUCTION
Ensuring a reliable, clean and affordable energy supply
is essential for life and the global economy. However, the
switch to renewable energies and the electrification that
has been promoted in recent decades will not suffice in its
current form to enable a holistic system change from fossil
fuels to sustainable energy generation.
The production of green hydrogen, generated by renewable
energy sources, can be the key here, since this provides the
previously lacking possibility of long-term storage. In addition, the imperative simultaneity of renewable generation
and consumption by consumers can be eliminated.
MODERN CONVERTER SOLUTIONS
ConverterTec Deutschland GmbH offers modern, containerized IGBT frequency converters in modular design,
in a power range from 0.5MW to several MW utility scale
applications Larger outputs are covered by multiplication
of modules. The direct medium-voltage connection can be
implemented in a 40 ft. container. Based on our experience
of more than 25 years within the field of power electronics
and an installed generation capacity of over 45GW (cumu-
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DECENTRALIZED HYDROGEN PRODUCTION

CONVERTERTEC’S SOLUTION

The lifetime extension of existing assets offers a possibility
to produce hydrogen by utilizing existing decentral energy
production sites. This holds the opportunity to provide an
important contribution for further decarbonization and the
sector coupling. In addition it is a solution to comply with
the latest grid codes without the necessity to adjust the installed asset at all. Topics such as PFC (power factor correction), low THDi feedback into the grid as well as active
filtering or optional phase shifter operation (StatCom) are
only possible using modern converter technology, which
protects the grid from electrical impurities.

In summary, ConverterTec with its modular product platform is ideally equipped to continue to drive the energy
transition and thus to provide an active contribution to
enhance the efficiency of sector coupling (electricity and
heat). A solution to economically operate existing wind turbines - 6GW alone were installed until 2000, then 2-3GW /
year – offer a potential in order to make a significant contribution to the climate change and its implementation over
time.

lative) grid-connected systems in 47 countries, we have the
expertise and the production possibilities to provide solutions for complex projects and problems in the area of grid
integration, also in combination with renewable energies.
LIFETIME EXTENSION OF YOUR ASSETS
Renewable Energy assets running out of the e.g. EEG (Erneuerbare Energien Gesetz) in Germany after 20 years are
particularly suitable here. These installations are usually
smaller decentralized sites with uncertain future. The lack
of a stable financial compensation combined with simultaneous energy generation has a negative effect on a lifetime
extension decision.
In some cases asset owners face significant lower prices
per kWh, sometimes way below 4 cents / kWh. This leads
to a situation in which renewable energy is still needed but
unfortunately no longer profitable from an economic point
of view. However, these systems offer the advantage of immediate availability without having to go through tedious
approval procedures.
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ELECTRICAL CONTROLS
AND FUNCTIONS
SUB-UNITS
In addition to our converter portfolio we offer tailor made
solutions for various functional units and controls. Leading OEMs within the wind industry relay on our expertise and ability to deliver according to specification and
timeline.
Our solutions support renewable energy production in
more than 4500 system worldwide and are a decisive to
support the energy transition.

Today’s portfolio includes:
Design development according to OEM customers
specifications for various functional units
• Customer specific solutions
• Elaboration of logistic concepts
• Production lines for the corresponding series
deliveries such as:
• Breaker Panels
• Control cabinets
• Functional panels
• Hydraulic control
• Anti-Icing
•

CONVERTERTEC │
MEDIUM VOLTAGE
POWER STATIONS
Medium Voltage Power Stations (MVPS) are the ideal solution for connecting your applications to the medium voltage grid. By using selected components to fulfill highest
quality requirements we ensure design for purpose and
hence highest reliability.

ConverterTec’s MVPS solutions come with a system
warranty, optionalon-site installation and commissioning
service as well as global service support. We strive to keep
it simple and efficient while providing a flexible and robust
system to meet your expectations.

The decision in favor of a MVPS system not only safes you
money but reduces the overall coordination effort. This
leads to quicker installation and commissioning time and
brings you system faster online.

In addition we support your local production strategy.
We follow you wherever you need local production
whether due to local content regulation or to optimize
your local supply chain. Contact us.
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ConverterTec
Global Contact Information Sales & Business Development

Wind Converter Systems
Location
Contact person

Krefelder Weg 47
47906 Kempen		
Deniz Tozar
mail: deniz.tozar@convertertec.com
call: +49 2152 145 731

Location
Contact person

Krefelder Weg 47
47906 Kempen		
Francesco Madeo
mail: francesco.madeo@convertertec.com
call: +49 2152 145 255

Battery Storage / Hydrogen Systems & Medium Voltage Power Stations
Location
Contact person

Location
Contact person

Krefelder Weg 47
47906 Kempen		
Martin Wilhelm
mail: martin.wilhelm@convertertec.com
call: +49 2152 145 278

Location
Contact person

Krefelder Weg 47
47906 Kempen		
Ludger Rupp
mail:ludger.rupp@convertertec.com
call: +49 2152 145 326

Skarbowa 32,
32-005 Niepołomice, Poland
Grzegorz Musial
mail: grzegorz.musial@convertertec.com
call: +48 12 295 1452

Electrical Controls & Sub Units
Location
Contact person

Avda. Andalucia km 10300 PAE
Location
Neisa Sur –Edificio 7 – Portal A – 1ª Planta
28021 Madrid		
Contact person
Jose Maria Abrante
mail: jose.mariaabrante@convertertec.com			
call: +34 695 263 461

Krefelder Weg 47
47906 Kempen		
Francesco Madeo
mail: francesco.madeo@convertertec.com
call: +49 2152 145 255

Krefelder Weg 47 I D-47906 Kempen I Germany
Phone: +49 21 52 14 51 I Fax: +49 21 52 14 52 00 I www.convertertec.com

